
Dog Daycare Contract

Prima Dogga / The Cat’s Meow

541 Bishop Rd


Shelburne, VT 05482

(802) 985-2248


www.primadoggavt.com


I do hereby entrust Prima Dogga LLC to care for my pet(s) and agree to all terms below:


1. I represent that I am the sole caretaker of the pet(s), and I am solely responsible for any 
harm caused by my dog(s) while in the care of Prima Dogga LLC, and I release Prima 
Dogga LLC of any liability arising from my dog’s attendance and participation in the 
daycare program. 


2. I understand there are inherent risks of injury when animals are in close contact with one 
another. Such risks include, but are not limited to, injuries arising from play and natural 
conditions such as ice, and illness, which can occur even when all dogs are current on their 
vaccines.


3. In admitting my dog(s) to Prima Dogga LLC, the staff have relied on my representation that 
my dog(s) is in good health and has not harmed or shown aggressive or threatening 
behavior toward any person or other dog. 


4. Given that behavior is always changing, I understand If my dog(s) develops any sign of 
aggression toward other dogs or humans while at Prima Dog LLC, their continuation in 
daycare will be re-evaluated


5. Prima Dogga LLC will always make every effort to arrange safe and appropriate dog play 
groups for the mix of dogs visiting on a particular day. If no such group is possible, I 
understand my dog will engage in other types of enrichment such as but not limited to 
walks, toy play, snuggles.


6. Prima Dogga LLC reserves the right to charge for any missed daycare days if notice of 
cancellation is not given 24 hours in advance of the scheduled day(s).


7. Prima Dogga LLC has a limited number of daycare spots on any given day. If clients show 
up for a day of daycare without proper advance notification they may be turned away. 


8. Prima Dogga LLC adheres strictly to drop off and pick up times in an attempt to minimize 
transitions throughout the day which reduces stress. Clients arriving after the morning 
office hours may not be admitted for that day. Additionally, during afternoon pick up any 
client arriving after the close of office hours may be assessed late fees at the rate of $10 for 
every 10 minutes late. If a dog has not been picked up more than 30 minutes after the close 
of day, they will be boarded until the following day at the regular boarding rate, in addition 
to the assessed late fees.


9. I understand this contract is in conjunction with the Prima Dogga LLC Boarding Contract 
and all provisions of said contract remain in full force.


It is understood by Prima Dogga LLC and the Caretaker that all provisions of this contract shall 
be binding upon both parties thereunto for this and all subsequent visits. This contract 
contains the entire agreement between the parties. 


I,                                                      , the “Client”, have read the above contract and understand 
my responsibilities herein regarding this contract and Prima Dogga LLC’s policies. 


Caretaker signature:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Date:	 	 	 	 


http://www.primadoggavt.com

